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Photo book captures beauty of Bardstown

Kim Huston loves showing off her hometown, and
her latest effort is the realization of a longtime
dream — sharing her town
through a photo book.
“This
book
celebrates my love affair with
Bardstown, a community I
consider to be the epitome
of an idyllic small town,”
Huston writes in the introduction to the book.
Titled
simply
“Bardstown” on the
cover featuring the historic Beechwold home, the
book features more than
150 pages of photos of
Bardstown and Nelson
County.
The photos were provided by area photographers,
including some from The
Kentucky Standard, and
range from wide bucolic panoramas of the rural
countryside to detail shots
that bring to life the texture of the town. Many of
the photos feature historic settings and landscapes.
But scattered throughout
the pages are scenes of the
people who live here, enjoying the annual Buttermilk Days festival, attending the downtown street
concert or just enjoying a
cold popsicle on a hot summer day.
“The southern hospitality and charm of Bardstownians are our greatest features,” Huston writes.
Even for those who have
lived their entire lives in
Bardstown, the book of-

fers some unique angles
— some from a bird’s eye
view — of sights they likely pass by every day and
go unnoticed.
“This book has been
in my head ever since
Bardstown was named
‘Most Beautiful Small
Town in America’ in
2012,” Huston said. “I remember the Travel Channel judges Nikki and Dusty
Green telling me that we
were chosen because
Bardstown was beautiful on the inside and out,
meaning we were more
than just a downtown
with historic houses, but
we were the epitome of an
idyllic small town. It was
the vision I got from that
comment that was the inspiration for the book.”
In her introduction,
Huston praises the forethought of the city’s founders and the success of historic preservation that has

landed Bardstown accolades up to the national
level.
Huston is no stranger to
promoting her hometown.
She is the president of the
Nelson County Economic Development Agency,
which recruits businesses to locate jobs and their
families to the area. This
latest publication is not
her first book. In 2009 she
published “Small Town
Sexy: the Allure of Living in Small Town America,” and co-authored “Rebirth of Bourbon: Building a Tourism Economy in
Small Town U.S.A.” last
year.
“This book is for everyone,” Huston said. “It
was designed for those
who live here, lived here,
moved here or are just
passing through. Its audience is endless.”
Photographers who contributed photos include

Zackary Sinclair of Grizzly Media; Kip McGinnis;
Jimmy Gartland of Rockstar Images; David Asher;
Forrest Berkshire of The
Kentucky Standard; Joseph
Caban of Joe Caban Photography; Doug Cornett;
Kacie Goode Emmerson
of The Kentucky Standard;
Steven Gray; Dusty Green
of Two for the Road; Andy
Henderson; Adam Holt of
Adam Holt Photography;
Spalding Hurst; Meg Kirkpatrick of mk Photography; Kay Lewis of Salt
River Electric; Leslee
Mitchell and Jim Silliman
of Bardstown For the Arts/
the Gallery.
“My favorite part of
publishing this book was
working with the most talented photographers in
Nelson County,” Huston
said. “I was blessed to
work with a group of professionals who understood
my passion for the community and were able to
take photos so unique that
I cannot pick a favorite. I
still have about 75 photos
in inventory that I did not
have room for in the book.
Maybe I will save those for
‘Bardstown’ Volume II.”
The book retails for $35
and is available at Shaq and
Coco, At Mary’s, Gartland
Art Sales, Talbott Tavern and Bardstown Bourbon Company, or can be
purchased online at www.
thebardstownbook.com or
www.butlerbooks.com.

Work starts on Anatok
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It’s been a long time
coming, but last week
work started on clearing
away the growth that had
taken over the outside of
the Anatok Mansion.
It took crews just one
day to clear the outside after getting a start
bright and early Thursday morning.
“We’ve made amazing
progress since we started last Thursday,” said
David Hall of the Anatok Preservation Committee. “The difference
is like night and day. It is
astonishing what Mother
Nature can grow in five
years.”
On Aug. 3, members
of the committee, along
with an insurance agent,
stepped foot inside the
historic mansion for the
first time in four years
to survey what repairs
needed to be done. Hall
said they were pleasantly surprised at what they
found.
“We knew there was
a leak in the roof and
we were concerned there
would be more water
inside the house,” Hall
said. “It wasn’t a great
leak, and we were happy
to see that it hadn’t gotten
bigger.”
This is just the beginning of a long restora-

tion process, and there
are still plenty of hurdles
to be cleared, but Hall
is happy to finally get
things started after eight
years.
“I think the public will
shortly see a turnaround
in the project,” Hall said.
He also expressed his appreciation with the support the public has given.
“The response from
the community has been
remarkable,” Hall said.
He
noted
that
fundraising will continue, and over the next 18
months they will continue seeking grants from
Washington, D.C., for
preservation. Hall also
added that they will be
installing a security system around the property and will continue to
maintain the grounds for
the next 18 months.
“It’s astonishing has
much trash has been
thrown over the fence,”
Hall said. He added
that the main contractor
should be able to start
any day now, and they
will be bringing a power
lift in to reach the higher places in the mansion,
which is much easier
than using ladders.
“Our contract calls for
us to be finished (with
weatherization and securing the house) by Aug.
20,” Hall said.

Flaget Memorial Hospital receives $18,000 grant for sleep center equipment
Thanks to funding from
the Flaget Memorial Hospital Auxiliary, through the
hospital’s Foundation, the
CHI Saint Joseph Health
— Sleep Care Center at
Flaget will continue with
no disruption in services.
The services that benefit
650 to 700 patients each
year who struggle with insomnia, sleep apnea, nar-

colepsy and other sleep
disorders will be now provided through the respiratory department at Flaget
Memorial Hospital.
The facility previously contracted with an external management company to operate the sleep
equipment at the hospital. Thanks to an $18,000
grant, the hospital was

able to purchase two Alice
6 LDx Diagnostic Sleep
Systems. With this equipment, the center’s sleep
specialist physician can diagnose and treat a variety
of problems to restore patients to peaceful and uninterrupted sleep.
“Like many other hospitals, Flaget Memorial Hospital has felt the effects
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Surgical Care
The expert general surgeons at CHI Saint Joseph Medical
Group — Surgery provide advanced surgical care to Central
Kentucky. Dr. Tyler Holley is proud to join Drs. Timothy Jones and
Richard Montgomery to provide exceptional, compassionate
and personalized surgical care in a family-like environment.
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Minimally-Invasive Laparoscopic
Colonoscopy
EGD
Inguinal hernia repair
Abdominal hernia repair/Abdominal wall reconstruction
Gallbladder Disease
Paraesophageal / Hiatal Hernia Repair
Colon and Rectal Surgery
Breast Cancer and Breast Conditions
Melanoma/Skin Cancer
Anti-Reflux Surgery
Thyroid and Parathyroid Surgery

Surgery
Tyler Holley, MD
Timothy Jones, MD
Richard Montgomery, MD
4371 New Shepherdsville Road, Suite 100
Bardstown, KY 40004
Hours Monday–Thursday | 8 a.m.–5 p.m.
Friday | 8 a.m.–3 p.m.

Appointments 502.350.5492

of the COVID-19 pandemic, and we are proud
to provide this funding to
help make sure the hospital continues to have this
important equipment,”
said Rita Carter, president,
Flaget Memorial Hospital Auxiliary. “Having this
equipment locally ensure
members of our community are able to get the help

they need close to home.”
“We are grateful to the
Flaget Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary for stepping up
during this time to provide us with funding that
will allow us to continue
to provide sleep services to
patients without interruption,” said Jennifer Nolan,
president, Flaget Memorial
Hospital.

The CHI Saint Joseph
Health — Sleep Care
Center at Flaget Memorial Hospital offers overnight and daytime testing. For more information, call (502) 350-5475
or visit https://www.chisaintjosephhealth.org/flaget-sleep-care.

